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I carried home this treasure with as much joy as if every root had been a graft of the Tree of Life.


So get a stock [of ginseng] by thee as soon as thee can, & be sure to Conceal thy intention from everyone.

— Peter Collinson, *The Correspondence of John Bartram*.

Deep in a thicket along the banks of the Susquehanna river, there lay a small, flowering plant with a bulbous root. Only reaching a height of about six inches and with tiny flowers, it was not a particularly stunning plant. The untrained observer might easily mistake this for one of the many common plants that make up the undergrowth of the forests of Pennsylvania, but John Bartram knew better, and meticulously recorded the coordinates of his location and gathered what he could find. After days of searching, he had only four specimens of the plant, but it was enough to confirm to him what he suspected: that ginseng could be found growing in Pennsylvania. Bartram was fond of his trips into the American wilderness to find new plant specimens, but this was not a trip he embarked upon on his own volition. The year was 1738, and Bartram was scouring the countryside on the orders of the Royal Society in London, Britain’s premier scientific society.¹ At the time, Bartram certainly knew that ginseng was an important plant, one that was especially valued in China. But he could hardly have grasped the role that
ginseng would come to play in the interests of imperial Britain, and eventually, the newly independent United States.

To the maritime empires of Europe in the eighteenth century, botanical research was a vitally important and highly lucrative endeavor. The Dutch, Spanish, French and British all sanctioned expeditions that scoured the globe in search of economically important plants. John Bartram is perhaps the best-remembered eighteenth-century American naturalist, but in many ways, he was hardly unique. Botanical research was enabled by a hierarchy of collectors and assistants, a complex network of colonial and metropolitan gardens and scientific contacts, and often direct state support. Historians such as Londa Schiebinger and James McClellan III have understood eighteenth century botanists as “agents of empire,” whose research routes followed the trajectories of long-distance trade and military conquests, and in turn, facilitated those processes.  

Botanical science and European expansion, McClellan writes, “reciprocally benefited each and allowed them to march together to transform the world.”

Arguing that botany and European expansion transformed the world is not an exaggeration. Colonies provided fertile ground for botanical research, and the people that Europeans colonized harbored knowledge of new plant species that would prove to be highly valuable on international markets. Although the story of European imperialism is usually understood as part of an uninterrupted march to global preeminence, at the time botanical science came into its own in the eighteenth century, European empires still occupied a secondary position in the early modern world system. Their economies were advanced enough to maintain overseas holdings administering wide swaths of the Americas and a smattering of tropical islands, but European capitalists could still not hope to compete with the high living standards and the high quality goods churned out by advanced manufacturing economies in India and
China. Botany and colonial expansion would rewrite the global economic order, as European empires converted the range of ecological and climatic differences within their colonies into a geopolitical and economic advantage.

For colonial officials and sometimes even for the botanists themselves, the economic potential that the discovery of new plants held was obvious. The very earliest European expeditions to the Americas brought back food crops that revolutionized agriculture in their home countries; finding new ways to feed people cheaply and with less land continued to preoccupy botanical research into the eighteenth century.\(^5\) Dyes and ornamental plants from the colonies became highly sought after in the gardens of elites. American tree species were viewed by some European states as the answer to the ongoing crises of deforestation and fuel shortages they faced in the eighteenth century.\(^6\) In addition to discovering new plants, botanists aided European imperial interests by finding domestic substitutes for costly imports and producing useful knowledge about acclimating foreign plant species to grow within the borders of European empires. Knowledge about the lucrative cash crops that formed the basis for Atlantic plantation economies—sugar, indigo, tobacco, and cotton—was informed in part by the research of botanists and plant scientists who experimented with how best to grow those plants.\(^7\) Even Carl Linnaeus, remembered as the “father of taxonomic research,” understood taxonomy to be secondary to his economic schemes premised on figuring out how to cultivate valuable plants in his gardens in Sweden.\(^8\)

But finding new medicines—a project that historians have dubbed “bioprospecting”—was perhaps the most lucrative thing that botanists could offer their imperial contacts.\(^9\) Cinchona bark, communicated to the empires of Europe through Jesuit priests in the Andes, produced quinine that proved to be highly useful in fighting malaria. Cinchona became Spanish empire’s
most valuable commodity by weight exported from the Americas, and in turn, facilitated
European colonization through treating the region’s most deadly natural obstacle. Like
Cinchona, ginseng was purported to have far-reaching medicinal benefits and became highly
sought after in European pharmacopeias. Ginseng’s medicinal benefits are less straightforward
than those of Cinchona bark, but its economic value in the eighteenth century was no less
significant.

This paper argues that early American bioprospecting for ginseng helped reshape the
relationship between British-American traders and China, revealing how scientific knowledge
worked to turn latent ecological resources into a basis for imperial power. In turn, examining the
case of ginseng demonstrates the extent to which botanical science in colonial America was
motivated by the interests of British imperialism and the economic context of Britain’s
disadvantage in trade with China. Unlike other medicines that were widely used by Europeans,
ginseng was primarily valuable as an export good in the China trade. Ginseng had long been
used medicinally in that country, showing up in Chinese medicinal texts dating back as far as
2600 BCE. Chinese traders were famously disinterested in British consumer goods, meaning
that the British had to expend valuable silver bullion in their trade with China, a problem that
only grew more acute as British imports of tea ramped up dramatically in the first half of the
eighteenth century. Botany was the solution to this dilemma. Between 1770 and 1800, the British
resolved this situation by capturing the Indian opium trade and gaining a monopoly to sell the
drug on Chinese markets, culminating violently in the Opium Wars that followed from 1839 to
1860. Decades before opium, there was the ginseng trade, when the British used the botanical
wealth contained within their American colonies to begin to chip away at the centuries-old
Chinese advantage in trade.
Additionally, the story of ginseng sheds light on the relationship between botany and empire in two novel ways. Most histories of botanical research in the American colonies have focused on the tropics. This is not surprising, since the plantation economies in the West Indies were the heart of the Atlantic world and were usually the first place that European naturalists encountered American plants. Colonies not only served as a “fertile ground for the procurement and production of plants that would not grow in harsh European climates,” but also for plants that were native to similar latitudes half a world away in East Asia.\textsuperscript{15} The story of Bartram’s encounter with ginseng, which was primarily found in the shady, temperate forests of the Appalachians and Canada, reveals how Britain’s northern American colonies could contribute to producing valuable botanicals for the empire.

Second, unlike most other economically valuable plants from the colonies, ginseng proved almost impossible to cultivate on any significant scale throughout the eighteenth century. Colonists could only trade as much ginseng as they could dig up, meaning that the economic fortunes ginseng offered became intimately tied to the peculiarities of the plant’s growing cycle and habitat preferences. Combined with the plant’s relative rarity, ginseng became acutely vulnerable to overharvesting, making it into an early instance when colonists and traders had to reckon with the impacts that human activity could have on the environment.

Ginseng plants belong to the \textit{Panax} genus, which is dispersed between North America and East Asia. He did not realize at the time, but the ginseng Bartram encountered in Pennsylvania, \textit{Panax quinquefolius}, was a distinct species from the ginseng native to Asia, \textit{Panax ginseng}.\textsuperscript{16} The idea that plants native to Asia might also exist in North America was a driving motivation behind a lot of eighteenth-century botanical research, and while that idea held
true for some genera, botanists often erroneously assumed that the plants they encountered in the field were the exact same as the Eurasian species they were familiar with.\textsuperscript{17}

Owing to this fact, the story of Euro-American encounters with ginseng begins in Asia. Samples of ginseng first reached Europe through the East India Company’s China trade in the 1660s, and from there a mythos began to develop around the plant’s purported medicinal uses, its ancient history, and the high esteem with which Chinese doctors held it.\textsuperscript{18} Before long, British physicians and botanists were struck by how valuable the plant was. Dr. Andrew Clench, a member of the Royal Society, conducted experiments on ginseng in 1679, revealing its use as a “stomatic” and its “virtue in restoring consumptive persons.”\textsuperscript{19} Clench also remarked that he believed it to be “worth twice its weight in silver,” a thought that was probably more responsible for driving the frenzy around ginseng than any purported medicinal properties and would be repeated incessantly by botanists in the coming years. Some of the properties attributed to it were clearly known to be superstition: a letter from a Dr. William Simpson disregarded its reputation as a “renewer of youth,” but thought it effective at treating coughs and consumption, as if it was “a medicine sent from heaven to save the lives of thousands.”\textsuperscript{20} Treatises like this about ginseng’s medicinal properties continue to appear through the eighteenth century.

Most of what European empires learned about ginseng, however, came from Jesuit missionaries who encountered the plant while working in China. With the Qing state’s restrictions on trade, foreigners from European countries were often unable to visit anywhere in China outside of the ports in Canton, but the state granted missionaries an exception to this rule.\textsuperscript{21} Perhaps the most remarkable account of ginseng comes from Pierre Jartoux, a French Jesuit working in Beijing whose translated account of the plant appears in the Royal Society’s \textit{Philosophical Transactions} journal in 1713. The list of properties Jartoux says Chinese
physicians attributed to ginseng was endless: it was capable of remedying any of the “five
Fatigues of Body or Mind,” it “cures weaknesses of the Lungs and the Pleurisy,” it “stops
vomiting,” it could “increase Lymph in the Blood,” and as Europeans were fond of repeating, it
“prolongs life in old age.”

Jartoux also included a detailed description of the plant’s native
habitat which, he stressed, was not actually China but a thousand miles away in the mountains of
Tartary. The Chinese had tried to grow the plant, but to Jartoux’s knowledge had never
produced a single plant. Instead, they were forced to gather it. Digging for ginseng was intensive
process, and the Chinese emperor himself enlisted ten thousand Tartars, some of whom Jartoux
met with, to “gather all that they could” of ginseng.

Jartoux’s most important insight, which excited botanists across Europe, was his
suggestion that the plant might be growing outside of Asia. In particular, he singled out Canada,
“where the forests and mountains… very much resemble those here.” His assessment would
prove prescient, as just three years later in 1716, a fellow French Jesuit named Joseph-Francois
Lafitau found the plant growing south of Montreal in New France. Lafitau had read Jartoux’s
account in the Philosophical Transactions and endeavored to search for it himself. Lafitau’s
discovery of ginseng set off a frenzy to dig up the root and ship it to China. Like other botanists,
Lafitau thought that “plants are more or less the same everywhere,” and concluded that the plant
would be valuable in trade because the ginseng growing in Canada was virtually identical to the
Tartarian ginseng. Before long, France’s East India Company was exporting thousands of
pounds of ginseng from their North American colonies, reportedly selling it for thirty times as
much as it cost them to procure it. Already in the early eighteenth century, gathering ginseng
was an exorbitantly valuable business.
In addition to botanical research, exporting ginseng required mobilizing labor and knowledge in the Americas. Like most other botanic “discoveries” in the New World, *panax quinquefolius* was already known and used by Indigenous groups in the Americas. Lafitau himself did not work alone but received help from an Iroquois woman who shared her knowledge of the root’s medicinal properties. Although it was not as renowned by the Iroquois as it was by China or the European countries, they were familiar with the plant and understood it as an important medicinal botanical. According to Pehr Kalm, a Swedish botanist who studied under Linnaeus and traveled to North America in the 1740s and 50s, the Iroquois called the root “Garangtoging,” owing to the roots anthropomorphic appearance which “signifies a child.” The Iroquois, Kalm describes, picked most of the roots that the French exported, “travelling about the country in order to collect as much as they could and to sell it to the merchants at Montreal.” Indigenous gatherers would continue to play an important role in gathering ginseng, although colonial dispossession meant that the profits of the trade flowed to French settlers and traders rather than the diggers of the root.

Unwilling to be outdone by the French, the British commissioned their own expeditions to search for the plant. John Bartram’s discovery of it eventually led to a profitable British-American export trade in the root, but he was not the first to find it in the American colonies. Five years before Bartram, the Virginia naturalist and politician William Byrd described a curious encounter with the plant. While he was surveying the border between North Carolina and Virginia, he apparently came across ginseng, adding a description of it that almost exactly mirrored Jartoux’s account in the *Philosophical Transactions* to boot:

… as a help to bear fatigue I used to chew a root of ginseng as I walked along. This kept up my spirits, and made me trip away as nimbly in my half jack-boots as younger men
could do in their shoes. This plant is in high esteem in China, where it sells for its weight in silver…. Indeed it is a vegetable of so many virtues, that Providence has planted it very thin in every country that has the happiness to produce it. Nor indeed is mankind worthy of so great a blessing, since health and long life are commonly abused to ill purposes. Byrd’s casual mentions of the plant—he later described drinking some tea made from it—make it seem as if he was unaware of the magnitude of this discovery. At the very least, he surprised himself by finding it since he did not realize that ginseng could be found growing so far south. He continued to search the hillsides over the next few days but could not fine “one single plant of it,” until he came across a town that reportedly grew “twenty plants of ginseng, with the scarlet berries growing on the top of the middle stalk.” He washed and dried his roots carefully to prepare them for sale, undoubtedly thinking of the profits the plants could generate if sold to China. But further expeditions to search for ginseng in Virginia left Byrd returning rootless. The British would have to wait for a few more years—and for a better naturalist—before building their own export economy that could compete with the French.

Byrd had sent news of the discovery back to London, where Peter Collinson, the English cloth merchant and botanist, would take notice. Collinson asked Byrd to find another specimen, but Byrd’s discovery of ginseng would prove to be a one-off discovery. Undeterred, Collinson would turn over the mantle of exploration to his friend and fellow Quaker from Pennsylvania, John Bartram. By this point in his life, Bartram had developed a reputation as one of Britain’s preeminent colonial naturalists, leading Collinson and the Royal Society to commission his search for the plant in 1738. Evidently, Bartram’s contacts in the Royal Society were looking to find a stable source of the root in their British colonies. And, after travelling more than a thousand miles in five weeks, Bartram eventually came across a few specimens of the root
growing along the Susquehanna. He was familiar with the description of the plants sent back from China and recognized that this plant “exactly resembles in form the Chinese gensang.” Like Byrd, Bartram could only turn up a handful of roots. Unlike Byrd, however, Bartram recorded a detailed account of where the root could be found along the banks of the Susquehanna, and his finding would prove repeatable by the waves of root-diggers—comprising both botanists and lowly fortune seekers—who would come after him. That was enough for Bartram’s discovery to set in motion a two hundred year-long British and American fascination with ginseng.

While physicians thought that a domestic source of ginseng could revolutionize the country’s pharmacopeia, most of Britain’s scientific community were preoccupied with exporting it. Having read earlier accounts of the plant’s value in China, Collinson assumed that ginseng offered a ticket to riches, both for himself and for the British nation. Beginning a trade in ginseng took logistical planning and economic contacts, and Collinson, who was both a naturalist and a merchant, thought himself the perfect candidate for the job. Immediately after receiving word from Bartram, he was hatching a scheme to begin trading ginseng to China:

But the principal Reason of my [writing] now is to Desire thee to procure what plants thee canst of Genseng & plant I thy Garden & Raise what thee Canst from seed. I am well assured it will prove a very profitable commodity in China, who Value it above any thing. I have Compared yours with the Chinese and find them in all Respects the same. Your proprietor was so kind to send Mee a Considerable [parcel] & I have Trusted a [particular] Friend with it to Carry to China, to see how they approve of it and to find what price it bears — but my friend is under promise not to Discover that it is American for if they know that, they are so fancifull it may not be as good as their own —
It would be a few decades before botanists developed a distinction between the two species of *panax*, but Collinson was already cognizant of the risks that flooding Chinese markets with American ginseng posed. Still, Collinson was optimistic. “If they sell well,” he suggested to Bartram, then perhaps “a good profitable trade may be carried on.” Any concerns about the American source of their ginseng would have to wait. For now, it was time to turn a profit.

Like most other lucrative natural resources, valuable plants were a crucial matter of imperial concern that the British tried to keep close to the chest, lest word get out about their newfound source of wealth. Eighteenth-century Britain was hardly unique in this regard; if anything, their policies were less draconian than their neighbors. The Spanish Empire went to great lengths to keep their Cinchona bark out of the hands of foreigners, even executing an Andean native who tried to smuggle some seeds of it to the British. Tensions did not run quite so high around ginseng. Even so, Collinson was already thinking like a Machiavellian when he instructed Bartram to send him some more ginseng in the summer of 1738, urging Bartram to keep his discovery a secret before Collinson’s friend could return from China. In the meantime, Collinson instructed Bartram to send him two roots for his garden.

Keeping the discovery a secret proved difficult. Ginseng was only valuable insofar as it could be found and dug up. Building an economy around any plant requiring so much labor was bound to attract attention before long. News spread quickly among Bartram’s friends in Pennsylvania’s scientific community, especially among Quakers like John Fothergill, who immediately informed a botanist in Edinburgh named Charles Alston. And the American public were certainly interested in Bartram’s findings, learning of it through a column in Benjamin Franklin’s newspaper, *The Pennsylvania Gazette*: 
We have the Pleasure of acquainting the World, that the famous Chinese or Tartarian Plant, called Gin seng, is now discovered in this Province near Sasquehannah: From whence several whole Plants with a Quantity of the Root, have been lately sent to Town, and it appears to agree most exactly with the Description given of it in Chambers’s Dictionary, and Pere du Halde’s Account of China. The Virtues [ascribed] to this Plant are wonderful.41

Exactly when these accounts led to a scramble for ginseng is difficult to determine. But by the 1770s, American traders were carrying out a profitable trade in ginseng, one that would only grow increasingly important throughout the last decades of the eighteenth century.42 For now, in the years immediately following Bartram’s discovery, samples of ginseng would percolate through the scientific classes in Britain and the colonies. Of Bartram’s original four samples from along the Susquehanna, he sent two samples back to London, one of which went to Collinson. He kept one more plant for his garden and sent the last to a colleague in France.43

Further expeditions yielded more discoveries of ginseng: Bartram describes finding some growing in the hills of New Jersey some 50 miles northeast of Philadelphia in 1739, and he found some while travelling up the Delaware River in 1743.44

For the British empire, the discovery of ginseng in America could not have come at a more opportune time. The median person in Britain in 1750 bought far more consumer goods than they did one century earlier, but the most concerning development—from the perspective of nationalist and mercantilist-minded British elites—was the increasingly voracious appetite for Chinese luxury goods on British markets, which many observers thought portended the moral and financial ruin of the nation.45 Chief among these were tea, silk, and Chinese porcelain, which contributed to a steady flow of bullion from British markets to China in the middle of the
eighteenth century.\textsuperscript{46} One historian writing in 1760 concluded that the entire East Indies trade was “pernicious” and risked “draining all of Europe of the silver which America brings to it.”\textsuperscript{47} Despite significant advances in the quality of British manufactured goods during these years, British merchants were never successful in selling their metalworking, textiles, or ceramics on Chinese markets. China, according to one British customs officer, had the best goods in the world and need not buy “a penny’s worth elsewhere,” making it impossible for the British to trade with them without running a deficit.\textsuperscript{48} The Chinese had everything they needed except, of course, access to overseas colonies. That was the wedge that British traders used to begin to make up their trade deficit in the eighteenth century, and botanical research was critical to realizing the natural wealth stored within the sprawling lands under imperial control.

Members of London’s Royal Society and their scientific contacts in the Americas formed a vanguard class who used research that they garnered on the diverse environments of the British empire to reshape the global economic order. Bioprospecting for ginseng was a small part of this process, but it exemplified the contribution that botany made to imperial interests. No botanist was more aware of this dynamic than John Ellis, who spent years perfecting the best methods to ship seeds and plants between the Americas and China.\textsuperscript{49} Ellis despised Chinese merchants, finding them “crafty” and prone to cheating European traders, but he nonetheless thought that acquiring the “most valuable plants of that vast empire” held the secret to bridging the gap between China and Britain.\textsuperscript{50} Emerging research about climate also played an important role. The American colonies, Ellis thought, were suitable to growing “in open air” the most valuable plants of China. In fact, they might thrive “much better at the same latitude in North America” owing to the “heat of the American summers.”\textsuperscript{51} Benjamin Franklin shared this view, and in 1772 mentioned to Fothergill that his rhubarb seeds were “thriving well in our country” because “the
Climate is the same with that of the Chinese wall.” North America, with its chilly winters that resembled the mountains of Tartary more than the mild winters of the British Isles, might be best suited to cultivating plants valuable to the China trade.

Eighteenth-century botanists frequently assumed that every plant could be mass cultivated under the right conditions, and ginseng was no exception. Gathering had already been fueling significant export of American ginseng to China, but beginning in the 1740s, the botanists of the Royal Society began to shift their attention towards attempts to cultivate ginseng in their English gardens. Yet cultivating ginseng was no easy task. The proper conditions for its growth were rare even in the wild and modeling its natural habitat in cultivation proved to be a challenge for even experienced British gardeners. *P. quinquefolius* grows best in the shade of mature forests of hardwood trees like sugar maples (*Acer saccharum*), basswoods (*Tilia americana*) or oaks (*Quercus spp.*), environments that are difficult to replicate in gardens. The plant is equally picky about soil, requiring “well-developed forest soils, typically mesic loamy soil” and having little tolerance for high moisture levels. It prefers acidic soils with a pH of around 5.5, which is unusually low for most environments. To further complicate matters, *p. quinquefolius* only germinates after surviving two winters and took up to 10 years to reach maturity, meaning that one mistake could result in months of lost efforts for gardeners relying on imported seeds from the Americas. If gardeners failed to meet any of those conditions during the first few years of cultivation, the plant would likely not survive to maturity.

John Bartram was one of many observers who was skeptical of the feasibility of cultivating ginseng. He voiced his concerns to Peter Collinson, and—recognizing the hubris of his colleagues in London’s Royal Society—wondered why they would succeed when generations of experienced Chinese horticulturalists had failed. He accused his British colleagues of valuing
ginseng “more than it deserves,” and admitted that he “esteem[ed] it no more than a common root.” The main problem, Bartram realized, was that it would not submit to cultivation on any substantial scale, or else the “Chinese who value it so much” would have figured out how to cultivate it. The experience of English gardeners in the subsequent years would prove Bartram’s skepticism warranted, although eventually there would be some limited successes in growing the plant. In a letter to Bartram in 1740, Peter Collinson described a ginseng plant that he had grown from seed, although it was not yet flowering. But two years later, his ginseng plant was flowering in his London garden, which he described as “perhaps the first place it made its appearance in Europe.” A decade later, he described his ginseng thriving in his garden in a letter sent to another gardener. His garden became the best place that interested British naturalists could observe a living specimen of ginseng, serving as the basis for numerous illustrations and descriptions of the plant. Collinson’s ginseng plant made its way into Mark Catesby’s *Natural History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands*, which became the foundation for metropolitan understandings of the flora in colonial America. Collinson continued to update Bartram on his ginseng plant through 1763, just a few years before he died.

By 1768, English gardeners had discovered part of why propagation was so difficult. Philip Miller characterized his problems with the plant in his *Gardener’s Dictionary*, which is the most comprehensive and detailed eighteenth-century treatise on the world of British horticulture. Ginseng, Miller found, grew well in American forests but was nearly impossible to cultivate and propagate properly:

> this plant has been introduced to the English gardens from America, and where it has been planted in a shady situation and a light soil, the plants have thriven and produced flowers, and ripened their seeds annually, but not one of these seeds have grown; for I
have several years sown them soon after they were ripe, without any success; I have also
sown of the seeds which were sent me from America several times in various situations,
and have not raised a single plant from either;62

Miller attributed this problem to being sent exclusively male specimens of the plant, rendering
his ginseng plants able to grow and flower but unable to reproduce. The Chinese, according to
Miller, ran into similar problems and were unable to raise a single plant of it.63

Despite their concerted efforts, even the best horticulturalists in the world could not
figure out how to raise ginseng on an economically viable scale. Botanical science was advanced
enough to build entire economies around domesticated plants in the eighteenth century but was
useless when it came to subjugating one of the American continent’s most lucrative plants to the
predictable rhythms of cultivation. That meant that the supply of ginseng was vulnerable to
crises, both natural and human made. And in the 1750s and 1760s, those crises would arrive. To
the British, ginseng may well have been sent from heaven to save the lives of thousands, but they
soon learned that no similar divine mandate existed to ensure the uninterrupted flow of silver
into their coffers.

The first crisis was of an ecological form. The trade in ginseng was entirely dependent on
gathering, and since the plant took nearly ten years to reach maturity, harvesting too much of it
could do quick and permanent damage to wild populations of it. Overharvesting was an issue that
even the earliest ginseng diggers had to reckon with. Pehr Kalm, in his treatise on the ginseng
trade in New France in 1750, explained how ginseng’s rarity contributed to its overharvesting. It
was sporadically distributed in the forests of Canada, meaning that “one may search the woods
for the space of several miles without finding a single plant of it,” but when found, it always
grew in “great abundance.” He recognized that gatherers were already modifying their habits to lessen their burden on natural populations of ginseng, although not entirely successfully:

Many people feared lest by continuing for several successive years to collect these plants without leaving one or two in each place to propagate their species, there would soon be very few of them left, which I think is very likely to happen, for by all accounts they formerly grew in abundance round Montreal, but at present there is not a single plant of it to be found, so effectually have they been rooted out. This obliged the Indians this summer to go far within the English boundaries to collect these roots.

Overharvesting of ginseng, as Kalm alludes to, not only undermined the prospects of those involved in the ginseng trade, but also held the potential to heighten imperial competition between Britain and France. The resulting scramble was so intense that Collinson described it as a “rage,” where all the “mountainous and uncultivated country was ransacked for this valuable root,” leaving North American forests increasingly devoid of ginseng. The rarer ginseng became, the more expensive it became to gather. The economic fortunes of those involved in the ginseng trade became tied to sustainable stewardship of their reserve of natural wealth. Over the course of the nineteenth century, overharvesting won out over stewardship and eventually drove ginseng to near-extinction in the wild. Overharvesting and agronomic advances in cultivating the plant would make large-scale ginseng cultivation more feasible, until cultivated plants made up most of the market for ginseng in the twentieth century.

The second crisis was more artificial in form. The trade in ginseng to China was prosperous from the time of its discovery in the Americas until the 1750s, when Chinese traders began to understand American ginseng as being of inferior quality to the Asian variety. At that point, the market was oversaturated with imported \( p. \text{quinquefolius} \), causing the price of it to
plummet and American traders to come back from Asia empty-handed. The oversaturation crisis is mentioned retrospectively in a few different descriptions of the plant, making it possible to reconstruct the basic contours of the ginseng trade in the 1750s even if the exact moment that *P. quinquefolius*’s value crashed is difficult to determine. By all accounts, however, the ginseng trade got off to a promising start. Miller described how there was initially a “good market” for American ginseng on Chinese markets, and according to Kalm the French trade was equally lucrative at its outset.69

But the price of American ginseng soon began plummeting. Kalm relayed an account from an East Indian trader named Osbeck in 1750, who wondered if the ginseng trade was even valuable for Europeans, since “the Chinese do not value the Canada roots so much of those of the Chinese Tartary” meaning that American ginseng would “bear scarce half the price of the latter” on Chinese markets.70 The Americans were at first able to export the root by “whole hogsheads full to China,” according to Collinson, but soon the market in China was “glutted” with ginseng, which had been concealed as “the true Chinese” variety of the plant. When the Chinese realized what was going on, they stopped buying it and the price “sank to nothing,” leaving the Americans as “great losers” who had squandered nearly everything they had invested in selling the root to China.71 With the bottom having fallen out of the ginseng market, Collinson realized that his plan to secretly sell American ginseng in China had perhaps been too ambitious. “Never certainly was a more [improper] thing done then to Send Such [Quantities] of Ginseng Here,” Collinson confided in 1753 to the New York naturalist Cadwallader Colden, adding that the American trade had “so Sunk the Market that there must be Great Losses on it.”72 Maybe Collinson would have been wise to heed Bartram’s warnings from a decade earlier about investing in a trade centered on a plant that was no more than a common root.
Demand for *p. quinquefolius* on Chinese markets would eventually recover, although it would never be as valuable as the native *p. ginseng* in China. The exact reasons for the market glut remain unclear. Perhaps there truly was too much American ginseng on the market, or perhaps it was genuinely less useful in the Chinese pharmacopeia than Asian ginseng. Chinese traders might also have stopped valuing American ginseng so highly when they realized that it was undermining the economic base of their economy by outcompeting their own efforts at gathering the plant from Tartary, just as they made moves to restrict the import of opium in the early years of the trade for that plant. Either way, using ginseng to circumvent the long-running advantage Chinese traders held in international trade would not be as easy as the British had initially hoped. But the export market for ginseng would eventually recover towards the end of the eighteenth century, and it proved to be especially lucrative for the newly independent United States. The story of ginseng reached a dramatic climax in 1784 with the voyage of the first independent American cargo vessel to trade with China, the *Empress of China*, to the port at Canton. The *Empress of China* carried just two things, as that was all the Americans could offer the Chinese: silver bullion and more than 260,000 pounds of *p. quinquefolius*.

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the Chinese advantage in international trade had evaporated. British and American capitalists, armed with a seemingly limitless stock of cheap commodities produced in their factories, battered down the walls of the Chinese economy and finally integrated their markets into a European-dominated world system. One hundred years before that, the British had begun to chip away at those walls using a root that they found in the shady forests of North America. The story of ginseng is but one part of this world-historical transformation, but it serves as an important contrast to narratives of European divergence that are usually dominated by technological change and events unfolding in Europe, not the colonies.
After all, it was precisely through drawing on the food, fuel, and medicine contained in its overseas possessions that Britain was able to avert the ecological crises that ravaged China during this period, a fact that Kenneth Pomeranz points out in his trailblazing study on British divergence. The colonies not only provided Britain with these basic necessities of life, but something that it could get nowhere else: a commodity that was capable of stemming the outflow of silver currency to China.

Botanists, working in both the metropole and the colonies, used their knowledge and labor to commodify plants and convert them into a basis for national wealth. In doing so, as the cases of Collinson and Byrd attest, they usually hoped to improve their own fortune as well as that of their home countries. Botanists were agents of empire not only because their work happened to advance imperial interests, but also because most of them self-consciously recognized that they could enrich themselves by assisting with their nation’s geopolitical and economic objectives. The time Bartram spent rummaging through the undergrowth along the Susquehanna River in 1738 hardly even yielded enough ginseng to bring back with him. But the discovery of ginseng symbolized something far larger, forming a crucial moment in history when an innocuous root could contribute to the remaking of the early modern world system.
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